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General Free Boundary Evolution Problems 
in Several Space Dimensions 
AUGUSTO VISINTIN 
Istituto di Analisi Numerica de1 CNR. Palia. Ital) 
Submitted by J. L. Lions 
Existence results are given for the weak formulation of two-phase free bobndary 
evolution problems, with free boundary jump conditions generalizing that of Stefan 
and with possibly vanishing coeffzcient of time derivative. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this work we deal with free boundary parabolic problems with a free 
boundary condition generalizing that of Stefan, including the possibility of 
degeneration into an elliptic equation. 
We sketch it in one space dimension for the one phase problem. Let the 
free boundary be the graph of a function x = s(t) > 0; we impose 
for 0 < x < s(t), t > 0, (1) 
u(s(t), t) = 0 for t > 0. (2) 
-u,(s(t). t) = l+(t), t) s’(t) + p@(t), I) for 1 > 0, (3) 
with a’ (the specific heat, in the thermal terminology) only supposed to be 
nonnegative and A@, t) (>O), ~(x, t) given functions. 
In the case of a uniformly parabolic equation (i.e., a’ > constant >O), this 
generalization of the jump condition has been studied by Fasano and 
Primicerio, who among other results have proved its well-posedness in 
classical function spaces (see [4]). Still in one space dimension, more 
particular cases have been studied, for references see 141. 
Gastaldi has dealt with this problem in several space dimensions: for a 
linear a, in [6 ] he has investigated the cases in which the corresponding one- 
phase formulation may be reduced to a variational inequality by means of a 
transformation of the Baiocchi-Duvaut type. 
The degenerate case of a parabolic and/or elliptic evolution problem 
corresponding to u’ >, 0 arises in some physical phenomena, for example, the 
study of the flow of an incompressible fluid in a Hele-Shaw cell leads to 
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a = 0. This situation has been studied by Crowley [2] who has proved the 
uniqueness of the weak solution and has numerically solved some physical 
examples. 
Here, considering both the generalized jump condition and the possibility 
of degeneration of the equation, we give a weak formulation of the two-phase 
problem in several space dimensions; for this we prove some existence results 
by a regularization technique. 
For an up-to-date bibliography on the Stefan problem and for a discussion 
of the present trends, see, respectively, [ 10, 131. We refer to [9] for a picture 
of recent developments in free boundary problems. 
I. WEAK FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
Let D be an open bounded subset of R” (n > l), having a “smooth” 
boundary P, let {r,, r,} be a partition of r in two “regular” sets; let T > 0. 
We set Q=Dx]0,T(,ZirTi~]0,T[(i=1,2). Let c:lR+[c,,+co[, 
(c,>O); k:lT+[k,,+co[,(k,>O); h,,h,:Q-IR;~:Q-iR;~:Q-R” be 
“smooth” functions, possibly with a jump in 0 for c, k (we denote vectors by 
overbars). 
We informally introduce the interior conditions of a two-phase free 
boundary parabolic problem: To find G: Q- R such that, setting 
R = ((x, t) E Q 1 u’(x, t) > O} and X = %J n Q (assumed to be “smooth”), 
c(C) u” - v . [k(C) OziJ = h,, in 0, 
=hz, in Q\fi 
(1.1) 
(’ z a/at; 0 s (a/ax 1,..., d/ax,); v . s div) 
u’=o on 5, (1.2) 
[k(C)%j. v,-h,+/i. v,=O on ST (I-3) 
(with (vl, vz) = (v,, v, ,,..., v,,): vector normal to ST), where, for a generic 
function F: Q -+ R, we set 
In the case of one space dimension, if s: [0, T] --t R is such that B = ((x, t) ( 
0 < t < T, 0 < x < s(t)}, one can check that (1.4) is equivalent to 
([k(C) t&n + As’ + ,u = 0 on jr= {(s(t),t)lO < t < T) (1.5) 
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that is an explicit condition, according to the terminology used by Fasano 
and Primicerio [4]. Interpretating this mathematical formulation as the 
description of a transition of phase, 1 has the physical meaning of a latent 
heat and p represents an additional flux on the transition surface. 
Let x denote the characteristic function of a, i.e., 
X’l, in R, 
- 0, = in Q\fi. 
(1.6) 
By a technique of Baiocchi ( 11, one can check that (I. I)-(1.3) formally are 
equivalent to 
c(C) zT’ - G 9 Ik(zi) 061 $1~’ -,L - ox = h,x + hz( 1 -x) in i/‘(Q) (1.7) 
(see also the note at the end of this section.) Set 
so that. 
a(u)’ = C(C) = c(C) 27’ in Q. (I. 1 1 ) 
vu = k(zi) VzT in Q. (1.12) 
Now. setting f _= h, - h, and f= h,, (1.7) can be written in the form 
a(u)’ -Au + it,y’ -jQ. ox =fx +f in G?‘(Q) A ES ;- 5 
i:l cx; 
(1.13) 
or equivalently, 
Ia(u)+;1~)‘--.(~u+~x)=(f+~‘--.~)~+J in Vi’(Q) (1.14) 
(this formulation has been introduced already in [6]). We assume to know 
the initial enthalpy, the evolution of the temperature on Tz and of the flux on 
/; ; also taking account of an additional flux on 3R n 2, (as suggested by 
the form of (1.14)), we have 
a(u) t lx = 00 in Dx{O} (1.15) 
i3.4 
,,+,ipFx=-g on C, (1.16) 
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(V: outward unitary normal vector; a/LA? outward normal derivative) 
u=w on z2, (1.17) 
where w (supposed defined on the whole Q), o,, and g are “smooth” given 
functions. 
Denote by H the graph of Heaviside 
H(t) = lOI> if < < 0, 
s [O, 11, if l= 0, 
= (11, if r> 0; 
we have 
,y E H(C) = H(u) in Q. 
We assume T, to be a nonempty relatively open subset of P, set 
(I. 18) 
(I. 19) 
V=(VEH’(D)I~,~=O on r2}: Hilbert space for the norm, 
l)uJly= (jD lOuI dx)“’ 
(1.20) 
(yO : trace operator); 
for any Hilbert spaces X, Y we introduce 
K’(O,T;X)r{vEH’(O,T;X)Iv(T)=O}, 
K-1(0, T; Y) 3 (K’(0, T; Y’))‘: Hilbert subspace of H-‘(0, T, Y), 
(I.2 1) 
set 
WzK’(0, T;L*(D))nL*(O, T; V) 
=(vEH’(Q)~~=0a.e.onZ,nDx(T}}. 
We state regularity assumptions 
(1.22) 
&L*(Q), ,iiEL'(Q)", j-+A'-v.fi~L*(D) 
fE W', (hence f~ W’), 
(1.23) 
g E L*(O, T; (H$,*(l-,))‘), w E L*(O, T; H’(D)), o. E L*(D) (1.24) 
(for the definition of the space H,$(r,) and its properties, see [ 8, Vol. I]) 
a: R--+R continuous, a(0) = 0. (1.25) 
Now we can introduce a rigorous problem. 
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PROBLEM (P). To Jind (a, x) such that 
u - w E LZ(O, T; V); a(u) E L?Q), (1.26) 
x measurable and x E H(u) a.e. itz Q, (1.27) 
This equation is justified by the following remarks: First, (1.28) yields (I. 14). 
Now assume 
& L*(O, T; V’) (c W’), (1.29) 
still by (1.28) we have 
.‘I’, la(u) + 1x1 v’dxdt + \ oov(0) d.u 
. I) 
= )j’ ((Vu +/ix) . i5c - (f+ I’ - 0 . flu) xv} dxdt 
--v 
< Ili~u +~xll,Lz(y)n + II (f+ A’ - C * 4 i/,.:(y, + llfll, at :I ‘) 
+ c II gll,~(“,I.:(l,~“?(T~~~,,l Ilull, !(O.T:l ,- VrE w (1.30) 
(with C constant); hence, taking v E GJ(O, T, V) (cL*(O, T, V) densely), 
Icf(u, + AXI’ E P(O; T: G”) (1.31) 
and thus 
~(u)+~xEL’(Q)~H’(O.T:V’) (1.32) 
so that (integrating by parts with respect to t in (1.28)) 
la(u) + AXLO = 00 in the sense of C’([O. 7‘); IL’(D), V’Iliz) (1.33) 
(see 18, Vol. I ] for trace theorems and interpolation spaces). 
Now assume 
SE K ‘(0. T; L*(D)) (CW’). (1.34) 
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still by (1.28) we have 
= Q{[a(u)+~~]u’+(f+n’-o.g)~v}dxdf il 
+ I, K-,,o,T,(r; ‘&o,T) + Wo@)l dx G illa + ‘kx(hQ) 
+ II(f+ A’ - 0 * im(Q) + ll~IlK~‘(o.~:L~~I~~, + c Il olII.~u~)l 
x IIVII K’(O,T;L2(D)) 3 VVE w (1.35) 
(C being a positive constant); hence 
o.(Vu+~~)EK-‘(O,T;L*(D)) (1.36) 
and so 
where 
vu + & E L’(Q)” n KP(0, T; L&(D)“), (1.37) 
Lii,(D)” = (VE L’(D)“)div 6~ v - UE L’(D)): 
Hilbert space for the graph norm; (1.38) 
thus by (1.28) we get, 
-(Vu +,LQ). v=g in the sense of K-‘(0, T, (HAf(T,))‘) (1.39) 
(again see [8, Vol. I]). 
To sum up, if u is a solution of (P), then (1.14) holds; if moreover 
TE L2(0, T; V’) n K-‘(0, T; L*(D)), then the boundary and initial 
conditions may be given a meaning as in (1.33), (1.39). g 
Note. We justify (1.7) in the one-dimensional case. Let Q = 
] 0, b[x] 0, TI; Vu E g(Q), we have 
Bc(Q,(c(c> u”, ‘b(Q) = c(C) Sudxdt; (1.40) 
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= J]lj -Ik(u’) u’,], udxdt + [’ lim 
.” x-s(f)- 
[k(C) u’,z*I dt 
+ !:i,,c2 
- [k(C) &lx I: dxdt -jr Iim, / (44 C,vl dt (by (1.5)) 
= /_I - (k(i) U, Ix v dxdt - (-I- [(As’ + P) v I.‘i c,,, dt 
--v ‘0 
= 1.1. - (,qu’) i.v Id II dxdt - (’ dt ; _/‘(” ,bd.u 
-‘v -0 0 
+ 1.’ dt fS1” 1 (Au)’ - @I).,) dx 
.O 
k(C) C,],v dxdt + [l’ I(Av)’ - (,av)., /Xdxdt 
-‘v 
k(i) zZTJ, vdxdt - Stcu,(/lc, x’)~,,~, + Y&P. X\-)ir~,u, 
k(i) u’, II cdxdt - @,(Q,(~X’ -PX.,- ~‘)LwJ,~ (1.4 I ) 
Adding (1.40) and (I.4 1) we get, 
P(Q)W) C’ - I44 C,l,, t’>cJ(Q, 
= /j Ic(u’) u” - 144 u’,l,l vdxdt - wco,(~x’ -/a. ~>p,~, (by (1.1)) 
“Q 
= rt,,Q,(hX + h,(l -XL &qQ, - W(&X’ -PX,. h(Q)3 v’c E Q(Q). 
(1.42) 
i.e., (1.7). 1 
II. A FIRST EXISTENCE RESULT 
THEOREM 1. Besides (1.23~(1.25), let 
a: R + R: Lipschitz continuous, strictly increasing and 
<k-+ a({)c is strictly convex (11.1) 
-1. a . R -+ R: Lipschitz continuous, strictl-v increasing, (11.2) 
A>0 a.e. in Q, (11.3) 
./YE L2(0, T; V’), (11.4) 
w E H’(Q). (11.5) 
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Then Problem (P) has at least one solution u such that, 
24, a(u) E L yo, T; L 2(D)). (11.6) 
Proof 1. Approximation of the problem. We denote by L, 1/l the 
Lipschitz constants of a, a-‘, respectively. Let E describe a positive 
infinitesimal sequence; there exist sequences 
such that, 
(11.8) 
O< H;< 2/& (11.9) 
VYE R, lj$ H,(c) = Z?(r) = 0, if r,<O, 
(II. 10) 
FE 1, if r>O 
(thus B is a section of the graph H), 
l<a:<L, (II. 11) 
a,-+a uniformly in R, (II. 12) 
1,>0, 11,-+/l in L’(Q) strong, (II. 13) 
& Il~EIlW’,~~O,T:L~(D~~ 1 <c (II. 14) 
(throughout his paper C and Ci’s will denote constants independent of E) 
P,+P in L’(Q)” strong, (11.15) 
f,-s and f,-T both in L*(O, T, V’) strong, (II. 16) 
f,+A;-v.p-,-1f+n’-v./i in L’(Q) strong, (II. 17) 
g,c+g in L *(O, T; (H,$2(T,))‘) strong, (II. 18) 
Iv,+ w in H’(Q) strong, (II. 19) 
WOE -+ *o in L*(D) strong. (11.20) 
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Notice that (11.14) is not restrictive on A. Then VF, since a: + A,HL>, 1, there 
exists ZL,,~ E Cm(D) such that 
- a,(uo,(x>) + ~c(x~ 0) H&o,(x)) = oodx) in D (II.2 1 ) 
and therefore 
(11.22) 
Finally, we assume that Vc the following compatibility conditions hold: 
WE= uOE on Tz X {O} 
I 
$ uodo) + PU,((J, 0) - %J) H&o,(u)) = - gc(c 0) 
(11.23) 
for UEf,. 
V’c, we introduce the following approximating problem: 
(P,) to find u,E C’(G UC,) n C’(Q) such that; 
at@,) + &H&J -Au, -B, - OH, =.fJ&J +fc in Q (11.24) 
$+p,- irH,(u,)=-geonC,; uc= w,onCz (11.25) 
~,/t=o = uOE (i-e., Mu,> + bWc)l,=o = aOE) in D. (11.26) 
Recalling that a: + L,H:> I, by classical arguments (see 15 1. e.g.) we get the 
existence of at least one solution u, of (PJ, V’E. 
2. A priori estimates. Equations (11.24) and (11.25) yield 
(_ [a,(u,)’ + L,H,(u,)‘) u dx + I_ [ouE +,iiiT,H,(u,)I * 0~ d.x 
‘D -LJ 
= .i, [(.A - v - bii;,) H&J +ji,l v dx 
-I- g,yo vdc VvE V in]O,Tl; (11.27) dr, 
in this equation we take u = u,- w, and integrate in t: we are going to 
consider the addenda separately; at first, set 
(11.29) 
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notice that by (II. 12) 
; r2 < ul,(O < ; r2, Vt-E b 
and by (11.9), (II.lO), 
0 < J,(t) < j; f Edx = 2&, V{E I?. 
(11.30) 
(II.3 1) 
We have 
I,’ dt jD AEHE(uE)‘uEdx = j; ds jD A,H;(u,) u,u:dx 
= ‘dr &JE(uE)’ dx I I 0 D 
> - j Q> J&o,) dx - j; ds j GJXu3 dx 
D D 
> --2& Ij3L@)I,LlI(D) - 2E Il’:llLl(Q, >-‘, (by (II. 14), (11.33) 
- ‘dr l;HE(uE) w,dx, 1 s 0 D 
(11.35) 
127 
By (11.32)-(11.39) we get 
+(r),l::,,ji + j; //~u,l/I?.q,,lr~ dr < C, + C, ~lu,(l)~‘, : ,I) 
Therefore. using Gronwall’s lemma, we obtain 
/I UEII, <c ’ ,o.t-‘:, ?(D)lfT/ ~(o.I:t/‘w~I \ 
(11.38) 
(II.39 i 
(11.40) 
(11.41) 
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and then, by (11.27) 
moreover, by (II.4 I), 
Ila&)ll <c L”(O,~‘:L2(D))~2(0.T;HI(D)) 1 (11.43) 
and recalling also (II. 13) 
(11.44) 
3. Passage to the limit. By (11.41) and (11.43), and since 
0 < HE(uE) < 1, there exist u, z, x such that, passing to subsequences if 
necessary, as s -+ 0 
u,+ u 
a4 + z 
Hdu El -+ x 
in L”O(0, T, L ‘(D)) weak star and in 
L ‘(0, T; H’(D)) weak, (11.45) 
in Lm(O, T, L’(D)) weak star and in 
L*(O, T; H’(D)) weak, (11.46) 
in L m(Q) weak star (11.47) 
thus, recalling (11.42) and (11.44), we get also, 
a&J + W&4 + z + Ax in L’(Q) n H’(0, T; V’) weak (11.48) 
hence, by a compactness result of Aubin, (see [ 71 p. 61, e.g.) we get, for 
example, 
a,@,> +ME(uJ + z + Ax in L2(0, T, V’) strong. (11.49) 
By the monotonicity of aE, we have 
11 Ia, - a,(u>l(u, - ~1 fhdf > 0, Vu EL’(Q); (11.50) Q 
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notice that 
F$ jjQ la&,) + &H&d1 u,dxdt 
= lim EGO r.~~o,T.v’,(a&c) + JwE(UEh UC - WEL~,O.W~, 
+ l&j .ii, la,@,) + ~,H,(u,)l w,dxdt = ~.qo.w,j(z+4~, u--“‘),qo.,:, 1 
t ji, (z + Ax) w dxdf = jjQ (z + Lx) u dxdt, (Il.5 1) 
- lim -. _ I! kEHE(uE) u,dxdt = (see (II. 10)) 
E’O * Q 
- = lim 
.ll c+o -Q U&d - He(u,)I u,dxdt 
- 5 ji( l,~(u,) u,dxdt = (since fi(<) - H,(r) = 0, Vg > E) 
Q 
=- l&j-[ L,u: dxdt = (by (11.13)) - lim (-1 AU; dxdt 
e-0 “Q E-+0 “‘Q 
< - ) [ Au ’ dxdt,,(by (11.45) and the convexity of the function 
““Q 
tHl+); (II.52) 
hence 
7 
lim 
li E-r0 Q a,(u,> u,dxdt = $J !T, la,@,) + Wdu,)] u,dxdl 
-!$ Q II &HE(uE) u, dxdt (by (II.5 1) and (11.52)) 
G jjQ (Zl( + !iXu - AU ’ ) dxdt G !jQ zu dxdt (since A > 0,O < x < 1); (11.53) 
therefore, taking the superior limit in (II.50), we get 
[[ [z-a(u)](u-u)dxdt>O, VuEL*(Q) 
“Q 
(11.54) 
and thus, since a is maximal monotone, 
z = a(u) a.e. in Q. (11.55) 
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By (11.20), (11.21), (11.48), and (11.55) we get (1.33). Integrating by parts 
(11.27) and using (11.26), we have 
jjQ - [a&,) + A,ff,(u,)] v’dxdt + II, [vu, + &ff&Jl - TV dxdt 
- 
11 
(f, + 1; - t’ . /i,) H&i,) v dxdt Q 
= II,& c-hit + jD oo,v(O) dx - jjx g,yov da VVE w; 
taking here E -+ 0, we get (1.28). 
By the monotonicity of r ~1 A,H,(C), we have 
il A,[H,(u,) - H,(v)]@, - 0) dxdt > 0 Vu EL’(Q). Q 
notice that 
(11.56) 
(11.57) 
(using also (11.45) and the convexity of the function <H u(c) 0 
< -. L~~O,T;Y’,(44 + Ax7 2.4 - who.r;v~ 
+ jj (a(u) + Ax) 
Q 
w dxdt - I\ a(u) u dxdf 
-Q 
= 
!i 
&u dxdt; (11.58) 
Q 
moreover, 
ffdv) -+ fw4 in L”(Q) weak star and a.e. in Q: (11.59) 
hence, as an application of Severini-Egorov’s theorem, (see [7], p. 144, e.g.), 
this sequence converges also in L”(Q) strong, Vq < co. Therefore, taking the 
superior limit in (11.57) we get 
11 L[x - Z?(v)](u - v) dxdt > 0 Vu E L’(Q). (11.60) Q 
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Taking u = u - vll/, where w is a generic nonnegative function of L’(Q) and 
q a generic positive real number, we obtain 
1 A.[x - fi(u - rpy)] I// dxdt > 0: (II.6 1 
. Q 
let v-iO+; since g is left-hand continuous, we get 
(f Alx-I?(u)] vdxdt>O (11.62) 
--Q 
and. by the arbitrariness of II/ >, 0, 
Lx > /Id(u) a.e. in Q. 
Analogously, taking u = u + VW in (11.60) we get 
/lx < A&L) a.e. in Q, 
where 
(11.63) 
(II.64 
(II.65 
(right-hand continuous section of the graph H): (11.63), (11.64), and the strict 
positiveness of A yield (1.27). a 
Remark. If TZ has a vanishing measure (whence V = H’(D)), then 
Theorem 1 still holds, since a-’ is Lipschitz continuous. 
III. Two PARTICULAR CASES 
At first we consider the case in which ,l= 0; we recall then for the 
corresponding one-phase problem in one space dimension there are only two 
possibilities: either it can be reduced to an explicit one by a suitable transfor- 
mation, see [ 141, or it is ill posed in any class of classical solutions, see [3 1. 
THEOREM 2. Under the same hypotheses as in Theorem 1, with (11.3) 
replaced by 
A=0 a.e. in Q, (III. 1 ) 
Problem (P) has at least one solution such that moreover 
11, a(u) E L”(0, Tp(D)) n lP(O, T; L*(D)). (111.2) 
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Proof: Steps 1 and 2 remain as given. As far as the passage to the limit 
is concerned, by (11.42) and (11.43) there exists z such that, passing to a 
subsequence if necessary, 
%W --) * in L”(0, T, L’(D)) weak star, in 
L’(O, CH’(D))nH’(O, T; V’) weak and a.e. in Q; (111.3) 
therefore, by interpolation, this sequence converge also in H’l’(O, T; L’(D)) 
weak, (see [8], e.g.); thus, since the a;“~ are uniformly Lipschitz 
continuous, also uE= a;‘(~,) is bounded in L”(0, T; L’(D))n 
H”*(O, T; L’(D)) n L*(O, T; H’(D)) and so, by the convergence a.e., 
u,+uEa-‘(z) in L”O(0, T, L2(D)) weak star, in 
H”*(O, T; L*(D))n L*(O, T; Z-Z’(D)) weak and a.e. in Q, (111.4) 
whence 
H,(uJ -+ fit4 a.e. in ((~,t)EQl~(x,t)#0}, (111.5) 
which yields (1.27). 1 
Now we consider the case in which Jim 0, i.e., the Stefan problem with 
variable latent heat. This situation has already been studied by Oleinik in 
one space dimension for a general parabolic operator (see [ 11 I). 
THEOREM3. Let (1.24) (1.25) (11.1) (11.2) hold and 
1 E H’(0, T; L2(D)), 
A>0 a.e. in Q, 
S,.k L 2tQ), 
g E H’(O, T; (ffgJ2v-,))‘), 
w, w' E H’(Q), 
o0 E L*(D) such that [co,, -n(O)]’ - 00 E H’(D), 
/iai a.e. in Q. 
(111.6) 
(111.7) 
(111.8) 
(111.9) 
(III. 10) 
(III. 11) 
(III. 12) 
Then Problem (P) has at least one solution u such that moreover 
u,~(~>EL"O(O,T;H*(D))~H'(O,T,L*(D)). (111.13) 
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Proof. As for Theorem I, we introduce a sequence of approximating 
problems, corresponding to approximated ata converging according to the 
increased regularity. In order to obtain a stronger a priori estimate, we take 
v = (u, - w,)’ in (11.27) and integrate in t. Notice that 
j’ ds ,f 
r=t 
&H&J’w;dx = f &HE(uE) w:dx 
0 II i D r=O 
(III. 14) 
(lIl.15) 
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Therefore we get 
l/2 
+ c, ( I,’ II ue - dlt dr 1 + c‘l II UC(f) - w,(t) Ilc 
thus, using Gronwall’s lemma, we get the boundedness of u, and of a,(~,) in 
L “(0, T, V) n H’(0, T, L ‘(0)); this allows us to perform the passage to the 
limit as in Theorem 2. m 
IV. THE CASE OF A POSSIBLY VANISHING SPECIFIC HEAT 
Now we consider another generalisation of the classical Stefan problem, 
that is, the case in which the coefficient of time derivative is only assumed to 
be nonnegative: a’ = (cf. (1.8) (1.9)) c/k > 0. 
For example, the degenerate case in which c vanishes identically arises in 
the study of electrochemical machining processes and of Hele-Shaw cell. 
This situation has been recently investigated by Crowley, who has proved the 
uniqueness of (possible) weak solution and has studied the numerical 
solution of some physical cases (see 121). 
We are going to use the function 
p(r) = a(r) < - 1’ a(q) dq, V<E R; (IV.1) 
0 
!P is continuous; moreover, even if a is not lnjective, Y can be regarded as a 
function of a({): indeed, if a((,) = a(&), then a is constant between l, and & 
and so 
Vt,) - Wd = 4tlNtl - L) + 1” a(v) drl = 0; 
II 
therefore we can set 
‘i(p)= Y(t), V<Ea-’ @), Vp E a@?) z range of a. 
(IV.2) 
(IV.3) 
THEOREM 4. Let (1.23)-(1.25), (11.1) and (11.3)-(IIS), hold and 
A(O) E LZ(D) (IV.4) 
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(L(0) is meaningful since A E H’(0, T; V’) by (1.23). (11.4)) 
Iw”-qo))+ -0; E a(R) a.e. in D; F(loO - A(O)\ + - UJ” ) E L’(D). 
(IV.5) 
Then Problem (P) has at least one solution. 
Proof. We introduce a sequence of approximated problems as in Section 
II, imposing also 
(in order to grant existence of at least one solution of (P,)) and 
la,(U> lm VCE fJ;‘, 
IfJJOEI G I% a-e. in D. 
h(O) 2 w> a.e. in D. 
Set 
(IV.7) 
(IV.8) 
(IV.9) 
(IV.1 1) 
Notice that 
Vp E R(=range of aE, by (IV.6)). 
8@) - @,@) = (taking a generic r such that a(r) = p) 
(by (IV.7)) 
In order to get a priori estimates we still take ~1 = u,- w, in (11.27) and 
integrate in t. Notice that instead of (11.32), 
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Ji dr JD a,(uJ’u,dx = 1: dt I, !PXuJ’ dx = i, YduXt)) dx 
by (11.21) and by (IVA), (IV.9) we have 
la,(uoJl= [w~~-W)I+ wG< I%-WVl+ +G, 
a.e. in {x E D]uOE @] 0, E[ ), hence in particular a.e. (IV. 14) 
in {xE~la,(uo,)410,L~[}, 
moreover, 
QLE) = J;cl(Lll a,(q) vdq <L I,: qZdr = $- (by (II.1 l), (IV.6)) (IV.15) 
thus, as FE(r) does not decrease when I<] increases and by (IV. 12), we can 
estimate the last integral of (IV. 13) 
J, %a,(uo,>) dx < I, { %I coo -A(O)] + - 00) + I,} dx 
< Jl Y([o,-A(O)]+ -w;)+$ dx<C. I (IV.16) D 
Therefore as in Section II we obtain 
IIa&,>ll Lm(O,T;L2(D))’ /~E~~(O,T:H’(D)) G ’ (IV.17) 
and thus we can complete the proof as for Theorem 1. a 
We can also generalize Theorem 3, for ,C = 0 and 1 > 0. 
THEOREM 5. Let (1.24), (1.25), (II.l), (11.3), (111.6), (111,9)-(111.12) hold 
and 
f,j=E W’*‘(O, T; L2(D)); (IV. 18) 
then Problem (P) has at least one solution such that moreover 
a(u) E H’(0, T,L*(D)) nL”(0, T, H’(D)), 
u E L”O(0, T; H’(D)). 
(IV.19) 
(IV.20) 
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Proof. As for Theorem 3, but, instead of (III. 18), we have 
“I 
I I dr f,H,(u,) u;dx = .o D (setting K,(r) 5 1’ H,(q) dy, V< E R), -0 
thus we get 
II a,@,> II H~(O.T:L*(D))~ lI~~ll,~~o.~-:,,~,~~,~ G c (IV.23) 
and so we can conclude the proof as in Theorem 1. I 
V. A COMPARISON RESULT 
As in 1161, we use a technique of Benilan in order to compare solutions of 
the approximate problem corresponding to different data. 
THEOREM 6. For i = 1, 2, let ui, be a solution of problem (Pi:) 
corresponding to data f i,,fi,, gi, ob; set 
co; E a,(ui,) + /l,H,(u’,) in Q; (V.1) 
then we have 
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and 
+(St+n:-o.~~)‘]dx+~ldrlr,(gZ-g:)-do, vtE]O,T]. (v-3) 
Proof: Wtite (11.27) for ui and ut, take the difference, fix 6 > 0 and take 
u = H,(u,’ - ui) (H, being as in (11.9), (II. lo)), integrate in t; notice that 
H~(uE-u~)I~(Uk-U:)I*dx~O, (V-4) 
I I t dz /i,[H,(u:) - H&i;)] . VH,(u; - u:) dx 0 D 
= ‘ds 
I I 
,L,. V[HE(u;) - H,(u:)] H,(u; - u:) do 
0 rl 
- ‘dr v. (~ir_,[HE(uE)-HE(U~)]}Hs(U::-U~)dxj(as630) 
I I 0 D 
I I ‘dr 0 r,&. F[H&;)-f&(u:)]+du 
- 
1 1 
’ dr 9 . {&[H&;) - H&i:)] + } dx = 0, 
0 D 
(V.5) 
$n!‘dr/ 1 If:Ju~::) -f:fw:)l - 0 D 
+ (A::-9 -/i,)[H&:)-H&:)]) H,(u:-u2,)dx 
= ‘,‘“o j’dr 1 i (f; -E> fw3 
-+ 0 
D 
+ (f: + a:: - V - &)[H,(u:) - H,(u:)] 1 H,(u: - u:> dx 
< :dr 
I j 
D [(f&f;)+ +(f:+A:-v.&)+]dx (V-6) 
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moreover, by the monotonicity of aE and of 5 w c + d,H,(<). 
fi(u; - u,‘) = i?(w:: - 0;) in Q. 
139 
(V.7) 
(V.8) 
(V.9 1 
thus we get 
(V. 10) 
i.e., (V.2). Analogously, take the difference between (11.27) written u: and 
uz, multiply it by -H,(uf - ui) and integrate in t: notice that 
(V.lII 
-t(~::-c;.~U,)IH,(ut.)-H,(u~)I} H&--u:)d.u 
< [’ dt 1. I (j-i -f:, + (j-i + i: ~ y . ,C,;) ’ 1 d.y (V.12) 
.’ 0 . I) 
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thus we get 
J D [w;(t) - o:(t)] - dx - JD [wiE - co;,] - dx = j; ds I, [(or - co:>- 1’ dx 
=- ‘dr (w:-w~)‘&o&o~)dx I i 0 D 
1 
=- 
J J dr (co; - w:)’ fi(u: - u:) dx 0 D 
=-- $n(‘dr/ (o;-o:)‘H,(u:-u;)dx 
-+ 0 D 
< :dr J J D [<f&f:)- +(f:+&-kL)+ 
+(~1-i:)-Jdx+j’drjr,(g:-gl)-do, (V.13) 
0 
i.e., (V.3). 1 
COROLLARY 1. Under the same conditions as in Theorem 6 we have 
J Id@) t dWIdx < II&- &th~~ D 
+j,fd~~D[lS1-f:ltl/1-~:l+(S:t~l-~~~3tId~ 
+~~d~~r,lgkdld~~ Vts] 0, q, i= 1,2. (V. 14) 
COROLLARY 2. If 
f,tA:,-c/i,<0 in Q, (V.15) 
then Problem (P,) has only one solution. 
VI. MISCELLANY 
a. One Phase Problem 
Let h, = 0 and look for a solution C of (I. l)-(1.3) such that u’ = 0 in Q\s2. 
Physically this one-phase problem corresponds also to an ablation 
problem, in which the phase characterized by u’= 0 is removed instan- 
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taneously at the very moment of its generation and the flux ,L? of external heat 
is prescribed on the free boundary. 
Now (1.3) becomes 
k(zq(~~~*-m+,lLiG=O on .F. (VI. 1) 
This leads to a weak formulation similar to (1.26)-(1.28) with the additional 
condition “z? > 0 a.e. in Q”. For this problem we can give existence results 
similar to the ones given, if we impose also 
WO>O a.e. in D, (VI.2) 
g<o in G?‘(r), a.e. in 10, rl. (VI.3) 
indeed, assuming of course uOE > 0 and g, ,< 0 in (P,) Y’E, taking u = --u E in 
(11.27) it is easy to check that 
U,>O in Q. (VI.4) 
b. Nonvanishing Transition Temperature 
In the informal problem of Section I, replace (1.2) by 
c=I’ on .F (VI.5) 
with E Q--t R known measurable function and set R = ((x, t)) C(x, t) > 
f(x, t) 1. 
In Problem (P) of Section II this reduces to replacing (1.27) by 
x measurable and 1 E H(u -z) a.e. in Q, (VI.6) 
where z E K(zJ (cf. (1.8)). 
Theorems 1 and 2 still hold if we assume 
AZ E IV’-‘(0, T; L’(D) (V1.7) 
with no major change in the proof; instead of (11.33) now we have 
= j’dr f [AeHE(uE-zJ’(uc- ZJ + AEHE(uE- z,)‘zeJ dx (see (11.29)) 
.O _ ,I 
=./l:di f &J,(u,-z,)‘dx+ (_ AEHE(uB-zE)zEdx / 
T I 
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Also Theorem 3 still holds, if we assume 
AZ’ E W’*‘(O, T; L l(D)); 
indeed we can replace (III. 15) by 
(VI.9) 
&[HE(uE - z,)‘(u, - z,)’ 
+ H&E - z,>‘z:] dx 
2 -’ ~I~E~~~IWI.I(O,T:LI(D,)’ (VI. 10) 
Remark. These results do not cover the case of a negative latent heat; 
trying to generalize Theorem 1, difficulties arise at Steps 1 and 3, while the 
estimates (II.41 )-(11.44) do not depend on the sign of 1. However, in one 
space dimension existence, uniqueness and stability results, prove_ by 
Fasano and Primicerio, hold also for ;1 < 0 (see [4]). For L > 0, ,E = 0, and 
a’ > 0, uniqueness can be proved as in [ 21; for ,LI f fi it is an open question. 
Note added in prooJ In Theorem 1 the assumption of strict convexity of < + a(<)< can be 
removed and the limit procedure can be simplified using the following: By (11.45t(11.49), 
with q E H(c) a.e. in Q. Therefore by a monotonicity technique 
2 + lg( E a(u) + JAY(u) a.e. in Q, 
. 
whence (1.27) and (11.55). 
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